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Figure 1: Transatlantic Collaborative Visualization with ParaViewWeb. From left to right: In New York on an iPad (with multi-touch
navigation) and on a MacBook, in Paris on a Desktop PC

Abstract

Collaborative visualization is becoming more and more important,
given the distributed and mobile nature of teams. Current visualiza-
tion systems are often still monolithic and not flexible enough for
todays users; they have not kept pace with improvements in other
areas of information technology (mobile networking, compute-on-
demand). With this in mind, we review current visualization sys-
tems (covering CAE collaborative visualization, multi-user online
games and solutions to bring collaboration to existing applications
/ processes) and contrast against the latest related advances in tech-
nology: new hardware platforms, availability of cloud computing,
mobile network capabilities and web browser functionality. We
then analyse how these advances could impact on future collabo-
rative visualization systems and discuss potential areas of improve-
ment to existing systems.

CR Categories: H.5.3 [Information Interfaces and Presenta-
tion]: Group and Organization Interfaces—Computer-supported
cooperative work; I.3.2 [Computer Graphics]: Graphics Systems—
Distributed/network graphics

Keywords: CAE, Collaborative, Scientific Visualization, Web3D,
3D-Internet

1 Introduction

Over the last year, there has been an explosion in mobile
computing—making stories from science fiction suddenly every
day reality, such as remotely controlling your house (switching
off lights, increasing the temperature of the heating) through your
smartphone, all whilst walking along the street. Suddenly - there
is an app for that. The ubiquitous nature of mobile computing is
changing the way we work and live, whilst being accompanied by
new business models for HPC such as pay per use. Now, we can
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easily work remotely with teams of people, pulling in the compute
power needed for a special project—without investing in a complete
HPC solution of our own. Given the recent advances in mobile net-
working, hand-held devices and rendering hardware, it is timely to
review current approaches to collaborative visualization and com-
pare against these latest advances. In this paper, we present a re-
view in the next section of the current state-of-the-art in collabora-
tive visualization, covering CAE collaborative / distributed visual-
ization, multi-user online gaming, integration of collaborative sup-
port into existing applications / processes, and the common issues
these systems all face. The next section then examines the recent
trends in technology, covering hardware platform, networks, and
web browsers. This information is reviewed and brought together
in the following section projecting how these trends will merge with
collaborative visualization to produce the next generation of visu-
alization facilities. We then finish our report with our conclusions
regarding the future direction of collaborative visualization.

2 Current Collaborative Visualization Sys-
tems

Looking back at a previous review of distributed visualization
[Grimstead et al. 2005] taken in 2005 (at the start of Grid/Web
Service development), it was noted that most systems were de-
signed for less than 100 simultaneous users, relying on single or
multiple servers to support the users. This pattern was explained
by providers wishing to ensure quality of service, and to maintain
security. The exception was collaborative VR systems, where peer-
to-peer networking was often used to support in excess of one thou-
sand simultaneous users. Each system required a custom client,
with each system operating in isolation and not interoperating with
other systems. With this context in mind, we now wish to review
recent advances in the field and note significant changes at the end
of this section.

2.1 Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE) Collaborative
/ Distributed Visualization

The COVISE (COllaborative VIsualization and Simulation Envi-
ronment) system has continued to evolve [Wössner et al. 2002;
Niebling et al. 2010], moving from a specific client program to
the latest release supporting a WebGL and HTML5 client, which
runs natively in a web browser. The WebGL client requires no local
installation, and connects to existing COVISE sessions with other
more complex clients. However, the full polygonal scene graph
must be downloaded for display, which is slow due to slow text
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parsing of AJAX messages, although once received the rendering
speed is very good. COVISE supports per-session access control,
and can use multiple servers to distribute the workload.

The Resource-Aware Visualization Environment (RAVE) [Grim-
stead et al. 2009] was designed to test the suitability of Web Ser-
vices to support collaborative visualization. It used a central data
server to host sessions, supporting multiple users per session (10s
of users) and multiple sessions per server. RAVE differs from most
other systems in that local client resources were examined to select
an appropriate mthod of transport: either the polygonal dataset was
transmitted for viewing, or a service was used to perform the ren-
dering for the client, which then received a real-time video feed.
Both approaches presented the same experience to the end user -
enabling a PDA to view the same dataset simultaneously with a
high-end workstation, each with unique viewpoints. A Java Ap-
plet, embedded in a web page, is used on the client. Since issues
were encountered with firewalls, web services (SOAP) were used
for initial handshakes and then a binary TCP/IP port was required
for scene graph or image transmission.

Web support was further developed in the web based post-
processing framework SCOS/V3D. It was developed on two main
concepts: the remote sharing of post-processed results (via the
transfer of an X3D [Web3D Consortium 2008] data file corre-
sponding to the final virtual reality scene) and communications
based on HTTP to bypass standard proxy and firewall limita-
tions. ShareX3D [Jourdain et al. 2008] was developed as part of
SCOS/V3D to test the possibilities for scientific collaborative visu-
alization tools over HTTP.

Visualization tools may not be designed for collaboration, but can
support distributed viewing, and limited distributed interaction. For
instance, ParaView is a visualization tool, designed on top of the
VTK system but extended to support parallel cluster rendering. It
has been extended to include JavaScript and Flash support [Jour-
dain et al. 2010]. ParaViewWeb can be accessed through a web
browser over HTTP (negating any firewall issues) as shown in Fig-
ure 1 for a transatlantic session on several devices. This approach
permits a user to access a rendering cluster from a web page, with-
out collaboration support. The latter could be created with a higher-
level application written in JavaScript.

A generic means of visualizing data is presented in [Shu et al.
2008], where an ontology is used to abstract away the exact visual-
ization method used to display data in a visual manner. Meta-data
is given to the system to define the format of input data, with an
ontology used to identify appropriate visualization techniques (e.g.
isosurface for a 3D regular sample set, or a 2D graph for a series
of 2D coordinates). A portal is presented as the means of accessing
the system, enabling it to be accessed from a web browser and ab-
stracting away the various underlying visualization package, which
may each implement a subset of the methods in the ontology.

In summary, collaborative systems such as those described above
require security and user-level access control. Per-user viewpoints
are often a requirement (depending on target application). How-
ever, multi-modal support is often left to a third party application
(such as video conferencing). It should also be noted that a generic
HTTP client hosted in a web browser may not support high-speed
binary data transmission, as such generic clients are usually orien-
tated around XML (uncompressed ASCII format data, compared
to the requirement of high-speed binary data). The current trend
is towards more open interfaces—namely, web access without the
restriction shown by specific stand-alone client software or “apps”.

2.2 Generic Collaborative Visualization Tools

Generic tools cannot make any assumption about data format,
therefore they rely on sampling the remote systems graphics buffer
(i.e. the screen display) and sending it to interested parties in the
form a video stream. Such systems can operate at the system/driver
level, and not interfere with existing applications; they may be con-
sidered “screen sharing” tools. In this section we describe some of
these systems.

Originating from the ITU-T T.128 standard [ITU 2008], Microsoft
Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) is used to forward complete desk-
top access from a machine to a remote client, so a remote access
mechanism rather than distribution to multiple simultaneous view-
ers. However, it will remotely forward any application through
frame buffer capture - including audio and file system redirec-
tion. RemoteFX [Microsoft 2011] is the successor to RDP, using
hardware-assisted graphics acceleration for Virtual Desktop Infras-
tructure (VDI) customers, reaching 15 FPS in interactive tests with
20 Mbps networks [Riverbed 2011].

Virtual Network Computing (VNC) [Richardson et al. 1998] is an-
other screen capture and forwarding system, although this system
can be used in a distributed manner by permitting multiple users to
log into the same server. Issues arise when multiple users wish to
control the remote mouse/keyboard, as there is no locking mecha-
nism or other fine grained security (the server itself, however, can
be securely accessed). As for today, VNC continues to be devel-
oped, with many variations now available [Wikipedia 2011]. In
spite of the success of VNC-like technologies, interactive 3D vi-
sualization is extremely difficult because of the low framerate that
could be encoded in the “native” VNC protocol. Funded by Sun
MicroSystems for their thinClient products, TurboVNC and Vir-
tualGL [Commander 2011] produce high framerates and are real
challengers of proprietary software such as IBM DCV/RVN [IBM
2009] and HP Remote Graphics Software (RGS) [HP 2011]. How-
ever, HP RGS and its HP3 encoding algorithm seems to stay ahead
in terms of performance and image quality [Lohnhardt et al. 2010].

The Games@Large project [Nave et al. 2008] is investigating the
render instruction capture of an application (i.e. game) whilst it is
running, and transmitting the commands for remote rendering. The
system only sends changes in the scene to the remote client (to re-
duce bandwidth consumption), and relies on the remote client to
render the graphics locally. This results in high frame rates using
between 4 to 40Mbit/sec on a local network; if the available band-
width is insufficient or a GPU is not available on the client, then
video encoding is used instead.

In a related work as part of the MobiThin project [Dhoedt 2010], the
captured render data is instead translated into BiFS (Binary Format
for Scenes, part of the MPEG-4 standard), and then replayed on
a standard MPEG-4 player. Local client interactions are then sent
upstream to the encoding server for it to react accordingly, with its
onscreen rendering continuously encoded into BiFS for the client
to display. An example application is transcoding an X11 display
into BiFS for remote interaction. For large graphical changes, VNC
encoding was found to be more efficient, whereas for general inter-
action (such as using a text editor), BiFS was more efficient.

Capturing the local machines scene graph at the API level is
also used with OpenGL via utilities such as GLIntercept [Trebilco
2005]. The frame buffer can thus be captured for remote distri-
bution, or the scene graph itself can be captured, by intercepting
calls to the OpenGL library as well as the current state of the
OpenGL system. This concept was used in Stanford Universitys
Chromium Library [Humphreys et al. 2002] to drive DisplayWalls
and is currently implemented in commercial products as Techviz
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XL to display non-parallel OpenGL-based software on Display-
Walls [TechViz 2010].

The systems reviewed here either capture the pixels of the servers
desktop, or they capture the polygons being presented to the render-
ing hardware. Games@Large (and RAVE from the previous sec-
tion) switches between scene graph transmission and frame buffer
transmission, depending on the clients capabilities. However, no
hybrid systems appear to have been published, where sections of
the scene graph can be transmitted (for high local interaction rates)
whilst less important information is transmitted as a pixel stream.

2.3 Multi-user Online Gaming Environments

Multi-user Online Games can be considered as collaborative appli-
cations where the users pursue a game specific objective. Similar
to scientific collaborative visualization, gaming requires per-user
unique viewpoints, system security and user-level access control -
otherwise, players/participants would be able to modify other play-
ers avatars, their environment, etc. Quality of Services must be
supported—as players may be paying to use the system. Finally,
scalability is required, depending on the system - from 10s of par-
ticipants to 10s of thousands. Games often include multi-modal
support, such as distribution of matching audio with graphics, and
potentially voice conferencing. Such facilities are made possible
because the client is domain-specific - extremely so; the client ap-
plication cannot be used for any other purpose except to play the
given game - it cannot view a variety of datasets.

A research platform for collaborative virtual environments, IS-
Real [Kapahnke et al. 2010] has been developed which uses
XML3D to render the scene directly in a web browser. In addi-
tion, object ontologies are used with software agents to control the
behaviour of the system—rendered objects. Such objects are then
registered against the ontology to enable users and agents to inter-
act with the objects in a meaningful way (for instance: defining
an object as being of type “door”). The ontology approach shows
promise for assisting a user when interacting with the system.

Metaverses such as Second Life are a particular type of multi-user
virtual environments (MUVE). Their functionality is similar to 3D
games, but unlike these they present a seamless and persistent world
and do not have predefined goals. Each user is represented as an
avatar and can enhance and modify the world based on user-level
access control. The frameworks provided by metaverse platforms
such as OpenSimulator [OpenSimulator 2011] are also attractive
for scientific visualization. Virtual World platforms have been used
for collaborative scientific visualization [Lang and Kobilnyk 2009]
and for collaborative design [Rosenman et al. 2007].

[Bourke 2008] evaluates whether Second Life can be used to sup-
port collaborative scientific visualization. Though considering it as
an interesting environment satisfying many of the requirements for
collaborative visualization, Bourke emphasises limitations such as
the low geometric complexity supported and limited interaction ca-
pabilities. Second Life was designed as a social game rather than
a general-purpose MUVE. However, some of the restrictions could
be overcome in more recent platforms for virtual worlds such as
Sirikata. Sirikata is extensible, thus that e.g. arbitrary geometry
representations can be used. Sirikata is an open-source, extensi-
ble platform for virtual worlds, with an example application KataS-
pace [KataLabs 2011] presenting a shared virtual world in a web
browser, by making use of HTML5 and WebGL.

Another phenomena appeared in gaming is Gaming on Demand—
an application of Cloud Computing where games are installed on
high performance servers. One of the first and probably the most
popular Gaming on Demand provider is OnLive [OnLive 2011].

The game is running and rendering on the remote server, while the
user just sends his input data and receives a video stream. On-
Live developed a proprietary video compression method that runs
in hardware on server side. The decompression time depends on
the client platform but OnLive distributes a thin console to decode
the stream and to play games on televisions, smartphones and tablet
PCs.

The Otoy company has proposed a Remote Cloud Gaming service,
using GPUs to directly run their capture software (ORBX) to en-
able 48 first-person shooting games to run at 60fps on a single 1U
server [Waite and Urbach 2010].

The European KUSANAGI project [Eureva 2011] intends to fol-
low the same strategy for gaming and high definition professional
visualization. KUSANAGI is supported by major European telco
companies, high definition display manufacturers and game com-
panies. Remote rendering is particularly challenging for control
room makers, with the requirement to transmit massive resolution
imagery in real-time. For example, BARCO provides VNC-like IP
tools or hardware encoders like the JP2K accelerator card [Barco
2010]. This supports, with redundancy for high availability, remote
collaborative use of realtime 3D applications in different resolution
video streams for display on DisplayWalls or operators screens.

Gaming on demand is also interesting for the game industry be-
cause it prevents cheating, software piracy and enables high-end
gaming for audiences without high-end desktop PCs—similar de-
sires as collaborative visualization users. With a market of billions
of users, it could explain why the mobile telephone and tablet man-
ufacturer HTC has invested $40 million in this sector [HTC 2011].

Peer-to-peer architectures have been used in many collaborative vir-
tual environments, ranging from decade-old systems to latest devel-
opments [Alma Martı́nez et al. 2009]; such systems use localisation
to only transmit and update information local (near) to the player/-
participant. However, peer-to-peer systems seem to only be sup-
ported for virtual environments—probably due to their reliance on
virtual participant spatial separation to distribute data amongst par-
ticipants, which may not be a sufficient distribution mechanism for
scientific visualization.

Video streaming techniques have been shown to be efficient even
for highly latency-sensitive applications such as games. These tech-
niques also demonstrate that it is possible to run applications requir-
ing fast resources remotely. Finally it is not necessary to modify the
application to run it remotely, which can cause issues as discussed
in the next section. All of these features are of importance for col-
laborative visualization. Nevertheless, gaming on demand does not
answer how to integrate collaborative functionality into existing ap-
plications and does not allow the use of services from more than one
source in the sense of a mashup.

2.4 Integration of Collaborative Visualization into Ex-
isting Applications/Processes/ IT

As we saw previously, generic collaborative tools could provide
“seamless” integration of collaborative applications on a single
notebook or workstation. Such systems are hampered by local se-
curity policies on corporate networks (such as software installation,
open network access). Several projects and off-the-shelf products
have appeared in recent years, filling the gap between the service
provided by these powerful tools and the needs of secured integra-
tion in the IT architecture of companies.

At the Texas Advanced Computing Center, a web portal is the fron-
tend for the users: they can book a remote, possibly collaborative,
visualization session in the easiest and most secure way possible—
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Figure 2: Off-the-shelf Remote Collaborative Visualization service platforms for IT departments

as simple as a customer buying products on a commercial website.
The EnviSion system [Johnson et al. 2009] interviews the user to
create the whole visualization process before allocating resources
and the viz session itself. In the same way, Deutsches Klimarechen-
zentrum (DKRZ) propose a Web-GUI [DKRZ 2011] to book graph-
ics resources. At the end of the booking process, the name of the
cluster node is shown on the resulting web page through which a
connection via HP RGS can be established. The user must manu-
ally set up the HP RGS client to begin to work on his visualization
session.

The VisuPortal system [Schmutz 2010] was conceived and imple-
mented during the CARRIOCAS project [Audouin et al. 2009] to
manage the access to the graphics resources of a giant “test bed” of
next-generation HPC architecture design (24 MPixel display hard-
ware with 64 graphics compute nodes). Expanding on previous
projects, the VisuPortal workflow lets the user select their preferred
output device (local screen or booked facility), the screen transport
mechanism and what software to use from a suite of 3D/CAD/sci-
entific visualization packages, from Windows and Linux. The Visu-
Portal heuristics engine selects an optimal hardware configuration
and immediately (or at the time he has decided) the user receives
an email, clicks on a link, fills his password and the Java WebStart
client of the remote viz solution is downloaded and opens directly
on his viz session, ready for use. This has occurred after only 7
mouse clicks—with collaborators ready in 2 clicks and a password.

Usability is the key factor which could explain the users interest in
this range of integrated system: Envision or ParaViewWeb propose
a complete workflow for analysing and visualizing simulation data,
including the choice of filters and rendering engine (both cases us-
ing VTK). Such systems have high potential for decision-making
support.

CAD software vendors have adapted their products to the globaliza-
tion challenge: a company could have design offices or subcontrac-
tors all around the world, and the same for manufacturing their final
products. All Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions have
their dedicated product for synchronous or asynchronous collabo-
ration for remote teams: Autodesk NavisWorks allows engineers
to convert their files, share them by emails and annotate the files

during asynchronous reviewing sessions [Autodesk 2011]. EN-
OVIA Live Collaboration [Dassault Systems 2011] proposes not
only a complete PLM environment for each project but also the
connection for live 3D synchronous reviews. Live synchronous
reviews are possible through use of 3DXML, Dassault Systems
(DS) Interchange format, with 3DLive Clients developed by DS and
IBM [Dassault Systems 2007]. Several external solutions also ex-
ist, such as VCollab [VCollab 2010] and RealityLounge [Grooviz
2010] which allow users to work remotely on huge datasets with a
proprietary distributed graphics technology for clusters.

In summary, web portals are preferred as the means of presenting
a guided set of options to an end user to produce his visualization
session—removing the requirement of software/hardware expertise
to launch these complex applications.

2.5 Common Issues and Challenges

Using current commercial systems as a point of comparison, we
examine the methods of visualization transmission shown in Fig-
ure 2.This shows warnings and approaches that we will refer to in
this section, summarizing common issues and challenges. It can
be seen that several approaches exist to enable collaborative tasks
within a CAE process. Client-side rendering with video streaming
is becoming a mature off-the-shelf technology; this has the advan-
tage that thin clients (such as smart phones, tablet PCs) can handle
the video stream due to embedded video decoding hardware. In
addition, the actual source data resides on the server rather than
transmitted to the client, which might be preferred for security rea-
sons (e.g. distributing medical records or other sensitive data)—
transmitting the scene graph enables the polygonal data to be cap-
tured post-encryption and processed outside the original application
(warning #2). However, server-side solutions reduce interactivity
due to latency between local action and receipt of an updated im-
age (due to network delay, video render encode/decode, etc.; warn-
ing #1) and are also bandwidth consuming. This has been shown
to be surmountable, as demonstrated by the several remote gaming
services. Responsiveness of traditional client/server CAE software
can also be increased, if the server running the CAE software is
connected to the data server (located in the same data center) with
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at least 1GBit/s. This setup can then be accessed remotely by thin
clients as shown in [HP 2008], skipping the delay/latency inherited
from “internal” data exchange on the public local area network..

Generic Collaborative Visualization Tools provide a quick way
to share and distribute the data, through direct frame buffer cap-
ture of existing applications, but provide only limited collabora-
tive functionality and no integrated multi-modal support. Systems
should be designed from the beginning to be truly collaborative—
but legacy systems will still need to be supported (“optimize busi-
ness as usual”).

MUVE platforms fulfil a rich set of collaborative requirements
but are seldom generic enough to solve all requirements specific
for scientific visualization—such as large data set support and
domain-specific functionality. However the French ANR Collaviz
project [ANR Collaviz Project 2011] aims to answer these specific
needs e.g. by proposing a robust solution to stream binary X3D
scenes progressively [Maglo et al. 2010] for the Collaviz frame-
work [Dupont et al. 2010]. When MUVE applications eventu-
ally move into the browser, no additional software will be needed
and the visualization part can be combined with other collabora-
tive modalities such as document editing and video conferencing
(“embracing the future”).

”The nice thing about standards is that you have so many
to choose from.”

This quote from Andrew S. Tanenbaum is highly applicable to
the area of distributed graphics and related technologies. The
SC4/TC184 Consortium has led a call for technology in 2009 to
define which formats could be considered as standardized enough
to publish Step files for collaborative review purposes. [SC4 Visual-
ization Ad Hoc Group 2009] notices, that among all these standards
the XML-based format look promising for the future, even if CAD
native formats seem very efficient. Many studies [Hartman 2009;
Hartman and Lim 2008] show that the quest for a neutral and in-
teroperable format could appear vain as each standard format was
built for a specific purpose. Their extension and/or reuse could be
truly considered as very difficult. New approaches are studied, such
as processing scene graphs of different formats through an adaptive
architecture [Rozenn Bouville Berthelot and Arnaldi 2008], where
formats are analyzed to wrap the data into a common scenegraph
(“a neutral publishing format”).

With regard to XML formats, the W3C is working to provide new
compression schemes for Efficient XML Interchange (EXI) [W3C
2011a]. The Web3D Consortium has proposed X3Db, a binary ver-
sion of X3D. X3Db uses Fast Infoset algorithms [ISO 2007] to
compress the X3D XML ASCII encoded files by a factor of 10.
Even compressed, 3D content could be intercepted on the client
side (warning #2); methods such as watermarking algorithms are
under active research [Wang et al. 2010] to avoid this risk.

3 Technology Trends

This section examines the current trends in related technology,
looking at how they impact on remote / collaborative visualization.

3.1 Trend in Hardware Platforms

The Grid computing concept emerged around 2004, comparing
compute power to electricity, where you may just plug into the
compute grid to obtain compute power without the complexity of
access currently associated with HPC systems (such as needing an
account on each machine). The initial design of distributed, batch-
processing on the Grid was then extended into Grid Services and
Web Services (as used by RAVE, for example).

Cloud computing has emerged after the initial surge in Grid com-
puting, where the exact location of the compute services is not in
a known/static place, instead in a remote cloud of compute devices
upon which a service is running on a subset of available resources.
The cloud is instead asked for resources, where a service may be
hosted. This includes the concept of virtual machines, where a log-
ical (virtual) machine may be sharing a physical host with several
other virtual machines—reducing cost of ownership for the service
provider. Cloud computing also introduced the on demand aspect -
where users can now request as many resources as they need, with
short notice - and then reducing the resources when they no longer
need them (and hence no longer have to pay). Such a pay-per-use
approach has formed a successful commercial model, with compa-
nies such as Amazon, Google, IBM and Microsoft offering cloud
computing services commercially.

Amazon has recently introduced GPGPUs [Amazon 2010] into its
Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) offering. Users can (on-demand) re-
quest high-end rendering hardware over the web, enabling a ren-
dering cluster to be created on-demand - such as leasing additional
GPGPU nodes when the demand for local hardware exceeds its ca-
pability. Suddenly, you can expand your rendering power without
requiring a large investment in hardware, and also downscale your
server if you no longer need such a large system.

In addition to the advent of pay-per-use/on-demand computing
power, the form factors of workstations are changing. The compute
power of a modern mobile phone is a dual-core 1GHz CPU [Gwen-
nap 2010]; this device has more compute power than that of a multi-
million dollar Cray Y-MP C90 supercomputer [Cray Inc. 2010]
from the late 1980s. Similar processing power is contained in new
wave of lightweight tablet computers following the introduction of
the Apple iPad, after tablet computers almost vanished from the
market (see [Microsoft 2002]). The advent of touch-screens (rather
that a radio frequency-based digitizing stylus) has changed the ac-
cessibility of such devices—they are no longer seen as a quirky
object, but now a ubiquitous user interface on consumer devices.

Multi-touch interfaces present a natural interface which makes such
a device accessible to non-technically minded people—the QW-
ERTY keyboard has gone, the WIMP has gone—to be replaced by
media activated by touch. Form factor (slim device, balanced mass,
lightweight) and battery life (several days worth of use) similarly
increase the accessibility of these platforms. Such touch-screen de-
vices are described as being used for mobile internet browsing as
much as mobile phones, with 50% of Fortune 100 companies con-
templating using iPads for commercial use [Elding 2010]. Such an
easily accessible device is becoming ubiquitousbe it an Apple iPad
or an Android based tablet.

3.2 Network Trends

Home networks utilising ADSL technology, such as ADSL 2+
(ITU standard G.992.5 [ITU 2009]), can now reach up to 24Mbit/s
download speed—considering that the maximum bitrate that an
H.264 / MPEG-4 decoder can process is 20Mbit/sec (1920x1080 @
30fps) [DivX 2010], high quality streaming of full high-definition
video is now possible—especially since perfectly acceptable video
can be streamed using around 6Mbit/sec.

Current third generation (3G) mobile telephone networks (such
as High Speed Downlink Packet Access variants) support up
to 21Mbit/sec download rates [Ericsson 2009] enabling mobile
streaming of video. 3G is rapidly being replaced with so-called
fourth generation (4G) systems such as Long Term Evolution (LTE)
with up to 160Mbit/sec download rates. In comparison, general
WiFi (such as 802.11n, superceding earlier 802.11a/b/g networks)
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have a theoretical limit of 600Mbit/sec (with multiple simultaneous
streams) [AirMagnet 2008].

The latest generations of networks (3G/4G) can hence support mo-
bile visualization with full video and audio streaming capabilities,
enabling local consumption of remote resources. Access to data
is no longer constrained to wired connectivity, or even basic WiFi
technology; mobile telephony is now sufficient to host such ser-
vices.

3.3 Web Browser Trends

With the advent of XMLHttpRequest, which allows the access of
new data from the server within a web page, the migration of clas-
sical desktop applications to the web finally took off. Most of the
features of HTML5, such as video and audio support, File API,
and client-side-storage are introduced to support this trend. These
techniques have also helped to extend classical single user tasks
with collaborative functionality. Examples are documentation (e.g.
Wikipedia), document editing (e.g. Google docs) and Instant Mes-
saging in the browser.

Web Applications have major benefits compared to desktop appli-
cations. Browsers are available for all mainstream platforms in-
cluding mobile devices and Tablet PCs. It is easy to adapt the pre-
sentation to the target media. The deployment of Web Applications
is easy, in particular they do not require the user to install or update
software other than the browser. Vendors can deploy and distribute
their own software instantly and worldwide—without the reliance
on a sales/distribution network.

Additionally Collaborative Web Applications benefit from the rich
set of networking features. Besides the mentioned XMLHttpRe-
quest, the WebSockets API [W3C 2011b] is a W3C draft specifica-
tion and allows bi-directional full-duplex communication and will
eventually substitute models like Comet for bi-directional commu-
nication via XMLHttpRequest. Nevertheless, these networking ca-
pabilities still suffer from the lack of a fine grained security model
as described in [Taivalsaari 2009].

Beyond networking capabilities, collaborative Web Applications
can benefit from a range of existing frameworks that implement
essential features such as session management, rights management
and concurrent editing of a data model. Video conferencing as an
additional modality is currently only possible using RIA plugins
such as Adobe Flash or Microsoft Silverlight. This could change
in the short term, if the Media Capture API [W3C 2010] becomes
available in browsers.

Due to the missing 3D and video capabilities of web browsers, their
usage as a collaborative platform for 3D visualization was limited.
With the advent of video capabilities in Flash and HTML5, server-
side 3D rendering became available. The recently released We-
bGL [Khronos 2011] specification allows browsers to use OpenGL
ES 2.0 [Khronos 2007] via JavaScript through the canvas Element.
Google Chrome 9 is the only non-beta browser to support WebGL
but it’s expected to appear in the next major releases of Apple Sa-
fari, Firefox, and Opera. There are previews for WebGL browsers
on the Android platform.

WebGL has already been used for scientific visualization [Callieri
et al. 2010] and science education [Google Labs 2010; Belmonte
2011]. As mentioned above, WebGL has already been used for
collaborative scientific visualization in [Niebling et al. 2010]. Al-
though these applications are demonstrators rather than fully quali-
fied products, considering they were all developed before the recent
final release of the WebGL specification, results are already promis-
ing.

Although WebGL enables 3D capabilities in the Browser, it has also
some drawbacks; it does not answer the question “How is the data
delivered to the client?”. All works mentioned above use domain-
specific data structures[Niebling et al. 2010] or those provided by
a JavaScript library above the WebGL layer. Working with struc-
tured data on a higher abstraction layer (i.e with a scene graph)
means that the rendering logic has to be implemented in JavaScript.
Though the performance of JavaScript has significantly increased
over the past few years, the renderer logic will still take a large pro-
portion of the available CPU time. This portion of CPU time is then
not available for the application, especially on mobile devices with
restricted CPU resources.

WebGL does not define how and in which format the data is trans-
ferred to the client—it has to be defined for each application. This
makes it hard to use or extend standard collaboration frameworks
for 3D graphics. Last but not least the functionality of WebGL is
fixed to OpenGL ES 2.0 from 2007. New features of recent hard-
ware of interest to CAE cannot be used; high performance GPU are
restricted to an API designed for embedded systems.

Two declarative approaches based on the browsers Document
Object Model (DOM) are X3DOM [Behr et al. 2010] and
XML3D [Sons et al. 2010]. Both approaches can leverage the re-
cent WebGL capabilities to render the scene that is described in the
DOM into a HTML5 canvas. X3DOM tries to fit the ISO graph-
ics standard X3D into the DOM by streamlining many of its con-
cepts. Above that, it adds support for certain HTML elements,
DOM Events, and CSS profiles such as CSS3 3D Transforms [W3C
2009]. It also offers a fallback model, using a X3D plug-in if avail-
able, other 3D capabilities such as WebGL otherwise. In compari-
son, XML3D is instead developed as an extension to HTML5 to de-
scribe 3D graphics. It focuses on providing only concepts that they
already known from HTML and CSS and introduces new concepts
only where necessary. It tries to leverage the available hardware
using compiler technologies [Karrenberg et al. 2010] along with an
integrated data flow mechanism.

Having 3D objects as first level elements in the DOM is advanta-
geous, as it is a well-known data structure. Many frameworks exist
to manipulate the DOM from client and server side and even DOM
events can be used as protocol to synchronize scenes as shown
in [Lowet and Goergen 2009].

4 Future Collaborative Visualization Plat-
forms

Given the ubiquity of internet access (over local WiFi or mobile
telephony) at bandwidths which can support streaming video, we
see that mobile access of high-end visualization is now possible and
poised to improve. Mobile handsets / tablet computers have now
reached sufficient compute power to render complex scenes locally,
or to be able to marshal and decode video at sufficient quality and
rates to be comparable with that of direct rendering on a desktop
machine.

The combination of Cloud Computing with such mobile bandwidth
shows that remote rendering of even the most complex datasets is
now achievable without a large investment in infrastructure even
on mobile devices. This suggests that the future will lie with
lightweight hand-held computing being used on-site, on-demand to
visualize data rather than remaining at a desk and visually prepar-
ing in advance. Data can be taken everywhere, rendered on demand
and shared with colleagues—all via mobile network links.

To further the cause of collaborative visualization, the client ap-
plications must not require a specific install, or be restricted to a
specific platform. Restriction of this nature reduces take-up, due to
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basic technical issues such as firewall limitations, local site software
restrictions, variations in available hardware, etc. If an application
uses existing standards (such as HTTPS) for data transport, then the
data will reach the clients screen without any issue. Furthermore, if
native support can be used in the clients web browser, no local in-
stallation is required. Leveraging the latest WebGL standard (now
being supported in most major browsers) and HTML5 extensions
(such as video objects), a fully-fledged collaborative visualization
package can be completely presented in the web browser. This en-
ables remote working (on site, or at a remote desk)—especially of
use when wishing to present results to clients in their offices; fire-
walls, software installation restrictions and variation in hardware
would otherwise prevent a client viewing the same dataset.

If visualization is carried out within the web browser, then it can be-
come regarded as a commodity application—a widget to be pulled
in to perform a task, alongside other collaborative tools, such as
video conferencing, shared document editing, etc. We imagine
a fully collaborative toolset akin to Google Docs [Google 2011],
but going beyond basic text and 2D drawing; instead, an instantly
shared application, with remote rendering support for complex data.
Such an application would require research to make better use of re-
mote rendering capabilities—at present, a single image is generated
in isolation, rather than scalably recycling the scene graph process-
ing as far as possible to reduce repeated work. Approaches such as
Lumigraph / LightField rendering (e.g. [Okamoto et al. 2009]) may
be beneficial, where rendered results are recycled.

To reduce reliance on bandwidth, such clients should attempt to
make maximum use of local client resources, which should increase
local interactivity rates and reduce server load. Systems tend to
either stream the entire rendered image or transmit the entire scene
graph; a hybrid system could transmit (at low rate) the background
objects as a video feed, whilst rendering details near the viewer
using the clients rendering resources.

5 Conclusion

We reviewed a selection of recent approaches to enable collabo-
rative work on visual data sets. Some approaches leverage new
on demand computing, networking and video streaming facilities,
whereas the application itself is still monolithic. Other examined
approaches use recent browser technology and increased client ca-
pabilities to produce client-side visualization. However, only a
few systems use hybrid client/server rendering approaches; whereas
classical server/client approaches seem to dominate over P2P archi-
tectures. No approaches have been found, where applications from
separate vendors could be used simultaneously on a shared data set,
probably due to the lack of common data formats and protocols.

The rapid increase in performance of mobile communications and
devices reveals the potential for visualization hosted natively in a
mobile web browser—without custom software installation, using
ontologies for data interchange. The availability of graphics hard-
ware in the cloud and its use for real-time game rendering highlights
the potential for visualization as a service. For future collaborative
visualization platforms we propose an open web-based architecture
that allows transparent use of server-sided, client-sided or mixed
rendering.

Visualization being a service, a company could provide a data
stream, another an analysis / processing tool, and another a pre-
sentation service, forming a full visualization pipeline—all charged
per use via computing-on-demand in the cloud, or hosted on a com-
panys in-house system at lower cost. Hybrid visualization applica-
tions (Mashups) could then be produced from multiple services/-
sources, following the trend of Web 2.0 service use (as has occurred
in other business processes such as enterprise resource planning).

We predict that given the availability of visualization ontologies,
compute power on-demand and web browser rendering integration
that a true collaborative visualization service will now finally hap-
pen.
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